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Message from our Vice President

Why I Decided to Become a Member of CAGA
by Mike Shaull, CAGA Vice President
About 4 years ago, I took a trip to visit family in Fort Collins, Colorado.
I was excited to discover a 35-mile network of trails connecting the city
and its surrounding neighborhoods. It was designed to be a multi-use
recreational feature. It includes trails that people enthusiastically use
for fitness and recreation like walking, jogging, bicycling, dog walking
and enjoying nature. Moreover, these are also trails for commuting to
work and schools that include connectors to on-street transportation.
As the area grows, they have plans to include trail connections to
neighboring communities through a regional trail network.
This is the result of more than 40 years of planning, construction, and
hard work by the City Parks Department and the Fort Collins
community. I witnessed firsthand the benefit of this essential

infrastructure to attract people and sustain a high quality of life. I knew
I wanted to have the same thing here at home.
It wasn’t long after returning that I discovered Capital Area Greenbelt
Association (CAGA) and joined as a member. I had seen what was
possible and wanted to help Harrisburg realize a similar vision. What I
discovered in my first year as a new CAGA member is best described
as a “learning opportunity”. Here is what I learned:
It is complicated. The Capital Area Greenbelt is not owned or
managed by any one single entity. Its ownership is shared between
five municipalities and Dauphin County. It also passes through several
parcels of privately-owned land.
It has been a grassroots effort for 30 years. The Capital Area
Greenbelt Association (CAGA) was formed in 1990 by a group of
environmentalists. Their mission was to work with the multiple owners
to complete the unfinished trail system, and preserve, protect and
enhance it for many years to come.
It is not funded by government or taxes. CAGA is a 100% allvolunteer, not- for-profit organization that relies solely on membership
dues, donations and grants to fulfill its mission. Every penny raised
and donated goes toward the betterment of the trail.
It needs people to get involved. CAGA’s volunteers are few in
numbers. Many are juggling full-time jobs and families, and others are
getting older (we had two long standing volunteers in their 80s resign
from CAGA in 2020). It is often many of the same people managing
multiple projects and multiple responsibilities.
It needs the support of local businesses. In the long term,
Harrisburg’s businesses are investing in the economic development of
our region by attracting and retaining a skilled workforce who want to
live and work in a region with a high quality of life. From a tourism
perspective, corporate support would expose businesses to the
100,000-300,000 people who visit the trail annually.
There is room to grow. As this region continues to grow there is
shared community interest for increasing walkability and decreasing

our reliance on motorized vehicles. Progressive cities find that
residents use trail systems the same way they use road infrastructure.
The Capital Area Greenbelt has seen unprecedented use in 2020.
More people are discovering (and in some cases rediscovering) the
benefits of a trail system that’s convenient, beautiful and safe from
auto traffic. We still have a long way to go before realizing the vision
that’s available in other places, but I personally have never felt a
stronger call to action. In a few weeks CAGA will kick off its annual
membership campaign and my hope is that you will make a
commitment to become a member of CAGA or join one of our
committees as a volunteer in 2021. And for those of you who are
already CAGA members and volunteering, we owe you a debt of
gratitude. You are truly making a difference.
See you on the ‘belt!

Save the Date for the CAGA Annual Meeting!
Due to COVID-19, our annual meeting will be virtual this year. More
details will follow, but CAGA Members, please mark your calendar for
Wednesday, November 18, 2020, 6:00 PM, and plan to join us!
An agenda and a link to join the online meeting will be posted on the
CAGA website by October 15, 2020.

Welcome 2020 NEW Board Member Nominees:
Neelam Zaver

As Neelam Zaver was growing up, she watched her parents build their
hotel business from the ground up, which peaked her interest in the
hospitality industry at a young age. At 16, she joined the Young
Professional Hoteliers program, beginning her education in hospitality.
After graduating from Drexel University, she spent the last eight years
in various financial roles focused on relationship building and
customer service. During this time she remained involved in
hospitality, which led her to her current path as one of the owners of
the Staybridge Suites Harrisburg on Wildwood Park Drive, between
HACC and the Farm Show complex.
As a Harrisburg native, Neelam has a deep passion to see our
community grow and succeed, while maintaining the rich history, as
well as preserving the greenspace. She is excited to join the CAGA
Board and serve the community. Her hopes are to expand our city’s
eco-friendly habits by building up awareness and pride of the
Greenbelt.

Nate Yost
Nate provides accounting, auditing, tax and management consulting
services to a variety of clients and industry groups for Boyer &

Ritter. He develops and implements engagement work plans and
is responsible for the daily operations of client engagements.
Nate moved to Wormleysburg in 2018, and he routinely bikes the trail
up and down the riverfront with one of his sons along for the ride in the
bike seat. He finds something nostalgic about using the trail...he grew
up camping and enjoying trails for hiking and mountain biking. He
feels fortunate to have the Greenbelt so close and readily accessible
for his family.

Memorial Service for Jordan Connolly

Jordan Connolly, son of Tom Connolly, passed away unexpectedly in
August. Tom is a long-term supporter of the Greenbelt, a valued
member of the Capital Area Greenbelt Association’s Advisory
Committee, and he serves as Swatara Township Commissioner. To
honor Jordan’s life, a memorial service was held utilizing a portion of
the Greenbelt on Sunday, September 13, 2020.
The gates at the 28th Street trailhead were opened to motor vehicles,
allowing those wishing to express their respects to the family, who
were positioned at the Martin Luther King Memorial. The vehicles then
exited at the 19th Street Trailhead. Trail traffic co-mingled respectfully
with these cars and trucks directed by local law enforcement and
CAGA volunteers. In lieu of flowers, donations were requested to the
Greenbelt Association. Carl Dickson, our president, and the board of
directors wish to express our sincere condolences to Jordan’s
expanded family.

2020 Virtual Tour de Belt

2020 Virtual Tour de belt was a huge hit despite the many obstacles
faced by CAGA, the planning committee and our world. The dedicated
committee worked tirelessly to provide a virtual 20-day event filled with
prizes, support days, a rest stop, snacks and guided rides.
582 registered participants, 50 CAGA volunteers and over 40
sponsors and businesses participated in our "We Ride Apart Together"
2020 event. As a result, this year's Tour de belt raised a recordbreaking profit of $34,000!
These funds will greatly aid in the maintenance, development and
preservation of our beloved Greenbelt. Thank you to all of our
supporters.

Special thanks to 2020 top Tour de Belt sponsors:
•

LCSWMA
Highmark/PennState Health

•

Faulkner Subaru of Harrisburg KCI Technologies

•

If you would like to continue to support the Capital Area Greenbelt
Association, you can do so by donating online at www.CAGA.org.

Save the date: 21st Annual Tour de Belt
Sunday June 6, 2021
Hopefully, we’ll be able to ride together again!
Fort Hunter Ex tension Completed

On July 17, 2020, a group gathered at Fort Hunter Park to celebrate
the ribbon cutting and official opening of the two-mile extension of the
Capital Area Greenbelt On July 17, 2020, a group gathered at Fort
Hunter Park to celebrate the ribbon cutting and official opening of the
two-mile extension of the Capital Area Greenbelt to Fort Hunter Park
along North Front Street in Susquehanna Township. In attendance
were Dauphin County Commissioners, federal, state and local officials
and members of the Capital Area Greenbelt Association (CAGA).

Extending the 20-mile Greenbelt to Fort Hunter gives walkers, hikers
and bikers a safe way to access the park, which draws thousands of
visitors every year for various festivals and celebrations, including
CAGA’s annual Tour de Belt. The extension connects two of the
popular parks on the Greenbelt, Fort Hunter and Wildwood, and is the
realization of a long-term goal.
The $4.5 million Fort Hunter extension project is part of $7.5 million in
Greenbelt upgrades funded by the state departments of
Transportation, Conservation and Natural Resources, Environmental
Protection and Community and Economic Development. The
commissioners also approved $310,000 in gaming grants for the
projects, which include safety upgrades to six intersections along the
Greenbelt. The Susquehanna River Basin Commission donated ten
educational signs along the connector as part of the upgrades.
For more information about the Capital Area Greenbelt, including how
to volunteer or donate, go to www.CAGA.org.

Norm Lacasse Honored by Lower Paxton Township
Shade Tree Commission

On June 23, 2020, in Centennial Park, Norm Lacasse was recognized
by the Lower Paxton Township Shade Tree Commission with a plaque
and a sycamore tree planting dedicated in his honor. Norm started the
LPT Shade Tree Commission in 1992 and has served as a volunteer
ever since. During his tenure Norm was responsible for beautifying the
streets of Lower Paxton by encouraging local residents to allow a
street tree to be planted in front of their homes. Many Township
Supervisors, staff, Shade Tree Commission members as well as many
Capital Area Greenbelt Association members attended the dedication
to support and cheer for Norm.

Earth Day Cleanup

Thanks to Tom Connolly, Swatara Twp Commissioner, for
coordinating the annual volunteer effort to hold an Earth Day cleanup
in July! The volunteers tackled the Paxtang Parkway and Cameron
Parkway. Earth Day is April 22 every year, but cleanup efforts had to
be postponed this year until July, due to COVID-19. Safe distancing
and masks were required.

Helping Mother Nature

A huge thank you to everyone who made the watering of hundreds of
trees and shrubs possible in July. Over 1,800 gallons of water were
dispersed over the three Paxtang Parkway restoration sites. This
would not have happened without the support of
the Harrisburg Parks Department Director, Dave Baker. He
authorized the use of the watering truck and one of the field personnel
for a day. Volunteers Ellen
Roane and Rocky Gleason dispersed 800 gallons at Site 1, along
both sides of the stream, an amazing accomplishment. Meanwhile,
Charles Palenz, Todd
Moses and Scott Shepler moved the Greenbelt’s watering system
from an unsafe trailer to Scott's pickup in order to be able to transport
200 gallons of water to the sites. Capital Region Water, with the
support of Tanya Dierolf, Steven

Early and Maynard Gardner, arranged a hydrant connection so the
tank could be filled as necessary, and Scott and Todd dispersed 200
gallons at Sites 2 & 3. A group of volunteers, including Scott, Todd,
Rocky, Sandy Gardosik, Carmen Gonzalez, Dave Hiester, Jessie
Gmeinder, and Zac Monnier, tackled hillside plantings at Site 1 by
dispersing 200 gallons from the watering system and filling buckets
from the stream. The trailer was repaired, the watering system was
returned to the trailer, and an additional 600 gallons were dispersed
later in July. Then finally some much needed rain arrived in early
August.
Your support of the Greenbelt once again is amazing, thank you, so
much!

Maintenance Volunteers Needed

Did you know that CAGA has no paid staff? Other than a contractor
hired to keep grass cut at the Five Senses Gardens, much of the trail
maintenance is performed by a remarkably dedicated crew of
volunteers utilizing an impressive collection of equipment.

Volunteering can take many forms, from mowing trail berms regularly
to removing fallen branches or taking a bag on your walk to pick up
litter. Of course, there are ongoing volunteer needs at the Five Senses
Gardens and the Paxtang Parkway invasive species removal project.
A couple of specific projects for which volunteers are needed involve
removing weeds that have overgrown beds at trailheads on the
western side of the crossing near Cameron and Elliott Streets, and at
the opposite end of the Greenbelt at the trail entrance on Industrial
Road at the I-81 overpass. If you are interested in pitching in on
specific projects, please email Becky Schuchert at:
bschuch@epix.net.

Love Is In The Air at Five Senses Garden

Occasionally some happy couples enjoy the beautiful setting of Five
Senses Gardens for their nuptials. We typically ask that the couple
make a small donation to the Greenbelt, and we temporarily close the
park to through traffic during the ceremony. The Garden makes a
lovely setting for a wedding!

Vision Resources Visits Five Senses

On July 1, 2020, a group of VIP’s (Visually Impaired People) from
Vision Resources enjoyed a tour of the Five Senses Gardens. The
group was led by Nancy Altemose, CAGA member and Director of
Services at Vision Resources, who brings a group to visit every year.
As they tuned into their other senses, the group especially enjoyed the
wonderful scents, feeling the texture of interesting and varied leaves
and flowers, tasting a few leaves, and listening to the soothing sounds
of the water flowing in the creek. Vision Resources facilitates
independence, enrichment and empowerment of individuals who are
visually impaired or otherwise disabled through prevention,
employment and educational awareness programs. The organization
has been serving residents of Central PA for 99 years.

Five Senses Garden – More volunteers needed!

The caring for the Five Senses Garden this season has changed. With
COVID-19 we were not able to attract groups who wish to contribute
their time to assist with gardening chores. Instead we have had the
benefit of several individuals who approached us at the Gardens and
expressed their interest in joining the effort of planning, planting,
watering, weeding, mulching. With 3+ acres to spread out, our
volunteers had no trouble maintaining adequate social distances. As
the drought dragged on we decided to get our sprinkler system up and
running again. Our volunteers stop at nothing in their efforts to locate
the manual controller switches buried under grass and dirt. Greg Hoek
is listening for the clicking sound a solenoid makes in the “pinging”
mode with the help of an old Edison record player horn. Using this
extraordinary method he has nearly located them all.
With many volunteers heading back to work and school, we are
looking for a few more volunteers to help out. October and November
are nice months to volunteer now that the heat of the summer has
passed. We are also accepting donations of native shrubs and plants.
If interested in volunteering: call Cindy Hogeman, 717-571-2535.

Trail Development in Shipoke

The property along the river south of Shipoke through which the
Greenbelt runs is privately owned. This section of the Greenbelt
connects PennDOT to the bridge over the Amtrak lines. Through the
generosity of the property owner, CAGA has been able to create and
use this extraordinary connection for years. The owner is currently
pursuing a relationship with an additional non-profit that may result in
further development of part of the parcel to some extent. We look
forward to learning more about the enhancement plans for this
segment of the Greenbelt. In the meantime, some trees have been
marked in order to comply with city regulations to inventory them. The
markings do not necessarily mean that the trees will be removed.
Some "No Trespassing" signs have been installed to discourage the
encampments that have formed in the area.
For further details as they develop, please watch our Facebook page
at or check out our website.You may also reach out to CAGA
directly with any questions at: CAGA@caga.org.

Trail Rules Posted

Traffic on the Greenbelt Trail has increased significantly in the past
few years. Most Trail users are considerate of others as well as their
surroundings. Occasionally, there are a few users who behave
inappropriately and need a reminder. A list of appropriate Trail
etiquette Rules were developed and posted over the summer, after
review, discussion, and approval by the CAGA Board. In addition, the
Rules were approved by all five municipalities the Greenbelt travels
through. The Rules signs were posted at all trailheads, and they
appear on the CAGA website as well. The Rules indicate the Dauphin
County Dispatch phone number should be utilized for reporting
troublesome activity.
Thank You Retiring Board Member, Marcia Nye

Marcia is a retired Foreign Service Officer with a 20-year career in the
U.S. State Department. She served in various locations, many in the
middle east and retired as the Chief Budget Officer in one of our
embassies. Upon retirement she moved to Camp Hill and became
aware of the Greenbelt Association and the good community work that
we do. She began her volunteer work with us in the Five Senses
Gardens, then helping on the trail at an intersection in early Tour de
Belt fundraising events, and then to assistant to the treasurer doing
the administrative tasks to process the mail, and accounting for bank
deposits and memberships. She served in this capacity for five years
before accepting the responsibilities of Treasurer and subsequently
serving on CAGA's Board of Directors.
As the CAGA Treasurer, Marcia provided effective and transparent
oversight of the Association's finances during a time when a large
number of grants were received and administered to fund major
improvements on the Greenbelt. In addition to her timely and clear
financial reports she worked to master various computer programs in
order to overhaul the Association's information system for improved
tracking of finances and memberships.
During her tenure CAGA's financial reserves more than doubled,
allowing it to provide necessary funding matches needed to acquire
grants for such projects as the recent paving of the deteriorated trail

surface in the Harrisburg East Cemetery, and contributions to the
efforts to restore the streambed along the Paxtang Parkway.
The membership of CAGA owes a huge debt of gratitude to Marcia,
especially for her willingness to serve at a time when volunteers to fill
officer positions were scarce.

Volunteer Opportunity Contact List

Five Senses Garden
Volunteers are needed for various gardening opportunities. Safe distancing and
masks will be required. Bring your own gloves.
Call Cindy at 717-571-2535 to schedule an appointment to avoid crowding.
Landscaping Project Leaders
If you are a plant and landscape expert, enjoy working with people and
coordinating work, we are always in need of landscaping project leaders to manage
the volunteer efforts to maintain our various gardens and trails. Contact Cindy,
717-571-2535.
Maintenance
Do you have mechanical abilities but not enough machines to work on? CAGA is
an all-volunteer organization that could benefit from your expertise! We would be
happy to include new volunteers in our regular maintenance tasks. Please contact
our maintenance chairperson, Becky Schuchert, bschuch@epix.net.

Removing Invasive Plants
CAGA is looking for lead volunteers for workdays to manually remove invasive
plants in 2020. Plant identification knowledge is helpful but not required.
Volunteers are not permitted to apply chemical herbicides. If you know what to
look for and how to get rid of it in an ecologically friendly way, we need your help!
Our focus is along the Paxtang Parkway and Cameron Parkway in early spring. If
we start to eliminate the invasive species in our woods, our native plants will have
a fighting chance to grow back. Their seeds are hiding in the soil, just waiting for
their chance to grow. Please contact Scott
Shepler, scottshepler2207@gmail.com.
Trailhead Coordinator
If our trailheads are well-kept, well-defined and enticing, we will attract more
visitors to designated parking areas to do some exploring on the Greenbelt!
Trailheads are the Greenbelt's facade as well as a place to park and obtain
information about the trail.
CAGA is in need of a volunteer to focus on these trailheads. This would entail
evaluating their current appearance and making suggestions to improve their
appearance, overall cohesiveness, and functionality, as well as coordinating
volunteer groups to create and maintain that appearance. If this interests you please
contact Becky, bschuch@epix.net.

